Abstract| The use of the modi ed Newton method for the solution of nonlinear magnetostatic problems arising from the vector potential Finite Element analysis is investigated. In particular the optimum choice of the relaxation factor is investigated. A new method is developed for determining the relaxation factor which minimizes the energy functional in the direction along the solution update at each nonlinear iteration. This method is based on approximating the functional with a fourth order polynomial. In this way the optimum relaxation factor can be quickly determined with the minimum number of extra function evaluations. This choice of is compared to choosing the relaxation factor which minimizes the residual norm at each iteration. The modi ed Newton methods are compared to the standard Newton-Raphson method for the solution of 2D and 3D problems. For problems involving saturated iron parts convergence rates are greatly improved by use of the modi ed Newton methods. Of the two methods for choosing the relaxation factor the one which minimizes the functional is shown to be the better. Using the new algorithm to determine this relaxation factor results in substantial reductions in solution times.
where J is the jacobian matrix for the system. To enforce global convergence of this process a relaxation parameter can be introduced 2] so that the solution vector is updated according to
For the general nonlinear system, 2] suggests that the optimum value of k is the one which minimizes or causes a decrease in the L 2 norm of the residual F(A k+1 ) at each iteration k ie. k is chosen as the value of which minimizes jjF(A k + dA k )jj (6) or ensures that jjF(A k + dA k )jj < jjF(A k )jj (7) In 3] Bank and Rose suggest that the value of k be chosen as the solution of
or at least to ensure that F(A k + dA k ) dA k < 0 (9) In the case where F(A) is derived from the minimization of a functional, solving (8) is the equivalent of minimizing the functional in the direction A k + dA k . In such cases satisfying (9) ensures that the functional is decreasing at each iteration. A variation on (9) is to use a value which ensures that jF(A k + dA k ) dA k j < jF(A k ) dA k j (10) These techniques have been applied by Albanese et al. 4 ] to the systems arising from the vector potential FE analysis of three dimensional eddy current problems. It was concluded that each of these methods give a more robust solution process than the standard Newton-Raphson method without any deterioration in the convergence rate. Nakata et al. 5] , 6] present a method for choosing the relaxation factor which is more closely related to the FE method. Their choice of is based on minimizing the square of the Galerkin residual at each iteration. Using this technique on problems involving a scalar potential FE formulation, the modi ed Newton method succeeded in cases where the standard Newton-Raphson method failed.
All the above applications of the modi ed Newton method to FE equations have concentrated on guaranteeing convergence for di cult problems. This paper investigates the use of the modi ed Newton method to accelerate convergence of the nonlinear solution process for magnetostatic vector potential formulations. The emphasis is on reducing solution times for both 2D and 3D problems. In order to achieve this k must be determined with as few extra evaluations of either (1) or (2) as possible. Two approaches to determining the optimum relaxation factor are investigated. The rst is choosing k to minimize the functional (1) in the direction of the solution update at each iteration ie. determine the value of which minimizes F(A k + dA k ). A method which e ciently determines this value of the relaxation factor is presented. The second approach is to choose k so as to minimize the residual norm (6) . Both techniques are compared to the standard Newton-Raphson method for the solution of problems involving highly saturated iron parts. Convergence rates and solution times are compared.
II. Determining the Relaxation Factor
The objective of choosing the relaxation factor is to determine the optimum distance to proceed in the direction of the given solution update so as to bring the solution guess as close as possible to the solution. Since the overall nonlinear process aims to minimize (1) then one choice for such an optimum factor is the one which minimizes
(11) at each iteration. Choosing the relaxation factor by this method will be referred to as functional minimization.
At the solution the norm of the residual (6) will be zero, thus a di erent choice for the optimum factor is the one which minimizes
(12) on each nonlinear iteration. This choice of relaxation factor will be referred to as residual minimization.
The relaxation factor need not be determined for every nonlinear iteration. For the functional minimization approach a value of = 1:0 is used on any iteration where g k (1:0) < g k (0) (13) and for the residual minimization approach a value of = 1:0 is considered acceptable when f k (1:0) < f k (0) (14) On iterations where (13) or (14) do not hold then minimization of the respective function is performed. From a computational point of view evaluation of g( ) and f( ) are equivalent. Thus neither approach has any obvious computational advantages which recommend it. However the next section demonstrates how the g k ( ) function lends itself to an approximation which allows its minimum to be quickly located.
A. Minimization of functional
The rst derivative of (11) is easily evaluated as follows
ie. the dot product of the residual evaluated at A k+1 and the solution update. Now consider a zero centered Taylor series expansion of the function g k ( )
The third term is
= J k+1 dA k dA k (21) Here J k+1 is the jacobian matrix for the Newton-Raphson process evaluated at A k+1 = A k + dA k . The third term in the Taylor series requires this to be evaluated at = 0 which is just J k and by the de nition of the NewtonRaphson iteration (4)
Thus the rst three terms in the expansion are g k ( ) = g k (0) + h k (0) ? 1 2 h k (0) 2 + ::: (22) and all three can be evaluated exactly for the system. In general these terms accurately model the function only for the initial decreasing part and therefore cannot be used to directly locate the minimum of g k ( ). In order to achieve this the increasing part of the function must also be approximated. It has been found that the increasing part of g( ) can be quite well approximated by a fourth order term in . Thus the entire function between 0 and 1 can be approximated by a fourth order polynomial. The rst three coe cients of the polynomial are taken as the Taylor series terms (22). The coe cients of 3 and 4 can be determined by interpolation, ie. by requiring that the polynomial t g k ( ) at two more points. One method is to require the polynomial to have a value g(^ ) and a slope of h(^ ) at one other point^ on the increasing part of g k ( ).^ = 1:0 is a convenient value to take as g k (1:0) must be evaluated for the test condition (13) in any case. Fig. 1 shows the function g 1 ( ) and its polynomial approximation computed in this way in the neighbourhood of the minimum for a problem involving a high degree of saturation. Because of the level of saturation the optimum value of is small. The minimum of the polynomial approximation is quite close to 1 .
To locate the minimum more accurately this technique of approximating the function by a polynomial is incorporated into an iterative algorithm. The iterative process locates the minimum more accurately by making successive polynomial ts. This iterative algorithm ensures that Fig. 1 . g( ) and its polynomial approximation the minimum is kept bracketed at all times, and that the process locates the minimumby golden section steps if the minimum obtained from the polynomial ts is not acceptable. The main advantage of this algorithm is that the optimum value of can be located with few evaluations of g( ) and its rst derivative h( ). Three to four polynomial approximations corresponding to three to four evaluations of g( k ) and its derivative are usually su cient to locate the minimum.
B. Minimization of Residual Norm
The residual norm as a function of , f k ( ) is not suited to minimization by the above method. This is mainly because its derivative is not easily evaluated, thus the Taylor series terms are not readily available. To nd the value k which minimizes f k ( ) the minimization method of Brent 7] was found to be the best. This method uses a combination of parabolic interpolation and golden section steps to nd the minimum.
III. Results and Discussion
The e ciency of the above methods used to determine the relaxation factor are compared in Table I . The table gives the optimum value of and the number of evaluations of g( ) or f( ) required to determine it for the rst Newton iteration in the solution of the 2D reluctance motor problem 8] in Fig. 3 . The gures are typical for the methods when applied to determining k for the rst iteration of a problem involving highly saturated parts. Using the functional minimization method ( (i) in Table I ) an optimum value of can be determined in much fewer function evaluations than can the optimum for residual minimization. Note that for such highly saturated problems the optimum value of the relaxation factor can be quite small. This usually results in standard minimization methods such as that used for the residual minimization, requiring many iterations to locate the minimum. Thus in the case of residual minimization a non-optimal choice of k determined by the simple method proposed in 6] may be more computationally e cient. These results indicate that there is a computational advantage to using the minimization method of section II.A. to determine the relaxation factor. Fig. 2 and Table II 
where B s and H s are the last supplied measured data points. The curves in Fig. 2 clearly show the improvements in convergence rates obtained by using the modi ed Newton methods. For problems involving highly saturated iron parts the standard Newton-Raphson method has a poor convergence rate. This is due to the fact the initial reluctivities for the iron parts are small, this gives rise to a very large rst iterate in the Newton-Raphson process. Many subsequent iterations are spent recovering from this. The use of the modi ed process solves this problem. Both modi ed methods give an improvement in convergence over the standard method, however Table II shows that the method of functional minimization gives the greatest reductions in solution times. This is due to two factors. Firstly using the minimization method described in section II.A. to determine k for functional minimization requires less computation than determining k for residual minimization (see Table I ). Secondly using the relaxation factor which minimizes g( ) results in a better convergence rate for the nonlinear process. These results show that the use of the modi ed Newton method greatly improves the nonlinear solution process, and that the better choice of relaxation factor is the one which minimizes the function g( ).
IV. Conclusions
The use of the modi ed Newton method for the solution of magnetostatic vector potential problems accelerates convergence, and reduces solution times for saturated problems.
Convergence rates for the method are optimized when the relaxation factor is chosen as the value which minimizes the functional along the solution update at each nonlinear iteration.
The minimization method presented above can eciently determine this optimum value for the relaxation factor. 
